
The Jesuit Oath

The extreme Jesuit Oath to murder all Protestant and Baptist Christians who
refuse to acknowledge the Pope as Christ on earth.

The Plan to Escape Medical Tyranny –
By Andrew Torba

Andrew Torba is the CEO of gab.com, a social media platform that many have
turned to after being censored by Facebook or Twitter for posting information
the megarich corporate elite do not want you to know. I find this message
encouraging. We do not have to sit back and let the Devil’s people walk over
us! We should not fear them for they fear us! Jesus told us in Revelation
17:14  

These (the Devil’s people) shall make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall
overcome them: for he is Lord of lords, and King of kings: and they that are
with him are called, and chosen, and faithful.
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Much if not all of the Book of Revelation is symbolic. I think it’s possible
Christians may be fighting the final battle of Armaggedon right NOW against
the forces of Antichrist! Joe Biden may not be the Antichrist, but he is an
antichrist because he is promoting ungodly practices such as abortion.

Many of the people who received either one or two shots are beginning to wake
up. They were told by the “experts” that they just needed to get the shot and
things would get back to normal. Things are far from normal and now they are
being told that they will likely need to get multiple booster shots and even
a pill to treat Covid-19.

Thankfully, many of them are taking a stand and fighting back.

On September 10th it was reported that a New York hospital is going to pause
baby deliveries after a “spate of resignations” by maternity unit workers who
refused to inject an experimental substance into their bodies.

Over the weekend I received a direct message from a NASA engineer who
informed me that “almost all the engineers here have all banded together and
are forcing NASA admin to fire them (both vaccinated and unvaccinated alike).
NASA is on a hiring freeze, so firing all these folks would essentially kill
the Artemis mission.”

Many people believed they were “fully vaccinated” after two shots. They
trusted the system. They believed things would get “back to normal.” They
took the shots, often reluctantly, with these things in mind and they are
quickly finding out that they’ve been lied to.

Now they are preparing to be labeled “unvaccinated” again if they refuse to
get yet another shot. Look on the bright side: Moderna’s shares jumped 5% on
news that they revealed a new single shot booster.

Meanwhile tens of millions of Americans face being fired, kicked out of
school, removed from our Military, refused medical care, and more for having
faith in the immune system God gave them to overcome a virus with a 99%+
survival rate for the overwhelming majority of the population.

This all comes after Pseudo-President Joe Biden declared war on 80 million
(or likely way more) Americans who refused to participate in the biggest lab
rat experiment in human history.

I’ve been writing about concepts like the need for a parallel economy, a
parallel internet, and a parallel society throughout all of 2021. But what
does that actually look like?

We are about to find out.

If you’ve already been vaccinated you can join those of us who have not been
by refusing to get any of these booster shots. At some point enough of us
need to say enough is enough. The way this is going to work is even if you’ve
received two shots already they are going to group you in with us
“unvaccinated” people because without the booster you will no longer be
“fully vaccinated.” So you might as well unite with the rest of us and start
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building something new.

All of the best, most talented, and smartest people are critical thinkers.
They are builders. Doers. They are quickly leaving the existing system. What
will be left is low quality talent. The “yes” men people who will shut up, do
what they are told, and get their 15th booster shot to keep their job. My
heart goes out to these people, but you all know exactly the type I’m talking
about.

The existing system will begin to collapse under a sea of “vaccinated” talent
shortages, incompetence, and woke political nonsense.

Hospitals won’t (and already can’t) find much needed nursing talent. NASA
missions will be aborted. Schools won’t be able to find teachers. Businesses
who are already having trouble filling open positions will be forced to
compete with businesses who don’t pry into your healthcare privacy. You can’t
just cut off 80 million people and not expect your business and country to
suffer.

The society of obedient regime sheep will chug along for a while, but
inevitably it will succumb under the weight of market forces from a growing
new parallel society.

Companies without mandates will perform better and get all of the best
talent. Doctors will start private practices. Families will begin to
homeschool their children. Blue states and major cities will see a mass
exodus unlike anything in American history.

All we have to do is say no and start building a new society for ourselves.
We need to take control of our own destiny here and do what needs to be done
to protect our families and preserve our values and indeed our own humanity.

I believe that God has a plan, as He always does, for what is unfolding on a
global scale today. Now more than ever we must keep the faith and do as
Christians have always done: survive and thrive. Do you think it was “easy”
for the Pilgrims to set out for a new land and start building from scratch?
Of course not, but they did it and ended up building the greatest country in
the history of the world. Do you think it was “easy” for first century
Christians to spread the Gospel? Of course not, but today billions of
Christians know that Christ is on the throne because of their work and
sacrifice.

In a lot of ways we are the modern Pilgrims of our time, seeking religious
freedom and sovereignty to escape the rule of a tyrannical elite who hate us.
Their blood runs in our veins, the spirit of their plight is in our hearts,
and most importantly their God is our God.

We can and must do this. Force their hand. Band together with other like
minded people at your school and work to say: no, we will not comply. Then
start your pilgrimage to a new parallel society where Jesus is King, family
values matter, and freedom rings.

To God Be The Glory,
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Andrew Torba
CEO, Gab.com
Only Jesus Saves

Dr. Lawrence Palevsky Discloses the
Dangers and Unknown Risks of Vaccines

Introduction

I think this talk about vaccines by Dr. Palevsky is nothing short of
outstanding! He is talking about regular vaccines given to children, which,
in my opinion, are harmful but not even nearly as harmful as the Covid-19
vaccines! My first son, Jeremy, was vaccinated at only 5 months old, and he
was not a normal child. It was only after Jeremy became older that I found
information from the Internet that led me to think Jeremy has a type of
autism known as Asperger syndrome. And I firmly believe it was due to the
vaccination he received when he was a baby. His brother Timothy was never
vaccinated and is normal. Timothy has lots of friends. Jeremy has few friends
and is not a social person like Timothy is.

It’s my hope that after you listen to or read this talk by Dr. Palevsky that
you will question everything you hear from the mainstream media that is
called “science”. It may not be true science at all, only opinions,
assumptions, conjectures, or speculations that are pushed by big corporations
whose interest is only in profit for their shareholders, and not in your
well-being! If you’re a Bible believer, you know when you hear scientists
talk about Darwin’s evolution, they are not talking about real science which
is based on observation and measurement. They absolutely refuse to consider
God the Creator in the equation in spite of all the evidence that abounds in
nature that manifests intelligent design. There is no design without a
designer! True science is a quest for knowledge. An honest scientist will
follow the evidence wherever it leads.
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Transcription

My name is Dr. Lawrence Palevsky. I’m a pediatrician, originally trained at
NYU School of Medicine, graduated in 1987, finished my residency at Mount
Sinai Hospital in New York in 1990, did a fellowship at the Bellevue Hospital
in the outpatient department. The first nine years of my career were spent in
ERs, running an intensive care unit, working in a neonatal intensive care
unit, working inpatient in the hospital, working in a clinic and then
eventually having a private practice.

In 1983, when I started medical school, I was taught vaccines were safe, and
they were effective, but I was not taught about any of the science around
their safety, or any of the studies around how safety were done. And it
wasn’t until 1998 that a mother came up to me and said, “Dr. Larry, did you
know that there’s mercury in vaccines?” And I said, “No, I did not.” And as a
medical student, I was trained to critically think. If you see an
observation, you go after it, and try and figure out if there’s a question to
ask. So instead of just ignoring it, I looked further into the vaccine
ingredients. And I found that there were a number of vaccine ingredients that
in animal studies were proven to be very dangerous to animals. And I didn’t
understand why these same ingredients were actually in vaccines.

I’m starting to hear stories from parents, not dozens, not hundreds, but
1000s of stories from parents, who took a very healthy child into their
doctor’s office, and then found that their child lost much of their health,
whether it was their speech, whether seizures, whether it was death, whether
it was asthma, allergies, eczema, whether it was autism, whether it was
learning disabilities, whether it was inflammatory bowel disease, autoimmune
diseases. And every one of those parents were told, it had nothing to do with
the vaccine, every single one. And this continues today. But yet, when I look
at the ingredients that are in the vaccines, I have the science to actually
explain how these medical problems could be happening in these children.

Today, one child in five is learning disabled. In 1976 it was one in 17. One
in six under age eight, one in two adolescents, and one in four young adults
are diagnosed with a mental behavioral, or emotional disorder. One in 20
children under the age of five have seizures. One child in 40 develops
autism. The number of cases of children and adults with autoimmune diseases
is rising exponentially. It’s one of the highest-rising diseases in this
country. And the vaccine ingredients, if you are willing to look at them, and
understand how they work when they’re injected into the body, can be seen to
be responsible for every single one of these cases.

So what are these ingredients? Well, when I was in medical school, we were
taught that the body has something called the blood-brain barrier. The blood-
brain barrier is like Fort Knox to the brain. Elements of the bloodstream
cannot get into the brain. And those elements include drugs, viruses, and
bacteria, among other things that are in the blood. Drug companies were very
concerned about being able to develop drugs to get the drugs into the brain.
And so they used something called a nanoparticle, nanoparticle, very small
particle, bound to the drug. And they found that if they could put a
nanoparticle onto a drug, they could get that drug to go into the brain. And



it shows in animal studies, that they were able to do this.

They then were able to take an emulsifier which is something that’s good with
water and fat, it can dissolve in both. And if they added the emulsifier to
the nanoparticle bound to the drug, they could increase drug entry into the
brain 20 fold. This is right out of animal studies that I found. So you have
a drug, you have a nanoparticle, and you have this emulsifier. The vaccines
are constructed the same way. You have the vaccine viruses and bacteria that
are bound to a nanoparticle called aluminum, and that aluminum is a
nanoparticle. And by definition, a nanoparticle has the potential to enter
the brain.

Most vaccines also contain polysorbate 80, or sorbitol. Both of those
compounds are emulsifiers. Emulsifiers bind very tightly to the nanoparticle
aluminum, which is bound very tightly to the vaccine antigens. This raises a
question: If the vaccine model is the same model as the model that the drug
companies are using to enhance the delivery of drugs into the brain, is it
possible that vaccine ingredients are making their way into the brain of our
children? That could explain why so many parents are watching their kids
deteriorate after vaccinations, even though the doctors, the media, and the
government say absolutely no connection, even though the science suggests
that there is. You cannot find a single study in the literature that
addresses whether the injection of aluminum into the body penetrates the
brain, whether any vaccine ingredients enter the brain, and whether
polysorbate 80 enhances the delivery of any of those ingredients into the
brain. And when I could not find those studies, I was concerned, because I’m
told you’re told vaccines are evaluated, and very, very distinctly tested for
safety. But yet, you cannot find a study that says, “Does aluminum get into
the brain of children? Does aluminum take other vaccine ingredients into the
brain that don’t belong in the brain?” Because when ingredients get across
the blood-brain barrier that don’t belong in the brain, they cause
inflammation. And inflammation is what we see in one in five children with
learning disabilities, and one in 40 children with autism. And all you have
to do is ask the guidance counselors. And if you get honest pediatricians who
are telling you what they’re seeing in their practice, they’re seeing kids
one after another with more and more brain disorders.

Now, as a medical doctor, who was taught to think and then went into the
literature, and said, Are proper science studies done? – safety studies –
where you take a vaccine and you inject it into 100 kids, and then you give
100 kids a saline placebo, meaning it’s inert. No study exists to actually
evaluate the safety of a vaccine compared to a placebo group. None.

When vaccines are studied, the maximum amount of days that vaccines are
studied are up to 10 days to two weeks. And unfortunately, the vaccine
manufacturers preselect what side effects they will allow to be associated
with the vaccines. So if a child has a vaccine reaction that is associated
with the vaccine, the vaccine manufacturers will decide whether or not it
should or should not be associated with a vaccine. And the public knows this,
and they’re learning it more and more. So if your child develops seizures
five months after a vaccine, your child is told by the doctor it had nothing
to do with the vaccine. But that’s not true. Because there are no studies to



prove it. There’s opinion, but there’s never been a study, really addressing
whether a vaccination at two months, or even nine hours of age, could be
related to an event that happened months or even years later. And yet we have
some of the sickest children in our country.

In New York, we lost the religious exemption on June 13, because the
unvaccinated children with a religious exemption were blamed for a measles
outbreak. When I met with representatives in New York, I told them that there
is no study to prove that unvaccinated children have ever been proven to
start an epidemic. And he was surprised and he said, “I will vote against
removing the religious exemption if I can’t find a study, like you said.” He
could not find a study, but he voted to repeal the exemption anyway. Because
there are no studies. There are no studies proving that unvaccinated children
are responsible. There’s consensus, and here’s why there’s consensus:

We are taught that vaccines stop the children from carrying the germs that we
are vaccinating against. And study after study shows that children who are
vaccinated can still carry the germ, despite having received the vaccine. So,
the vaccinated are still capable of spreading disease. But the unvaccinated
are being unfairly blamed because of a consensus opinion, but not true
science. To repeat, no study, no science has ever proven that vaccines
eliminate the existence of the organism in your body. If anything, science is
showing that the vaccines cause the organisms to mutate, and there are plenty
of articles showing that strains are replaced by new strains after
vaccination, similarly, to the way antibiotics are bringing about new strains
of bacteria because of the overuse of antibiotics.

So why are we blaming the unvaccinated children? No study has ever been done
in this country appropriately to address the health outcomes of children who
are vaccinated, versus the children who are unvaccinated. I have been seeing
families in my practice for over 20 years that have opted out of vaccination.
They are the healthiest children I have ever seen. I have families who have
older children who have been vaccinated, middle children who have been
partially vaccinated, and then younger children who have not been vaccinated
at all. And those families are rising in number. And they see the difference
between the health outcomes of their younger children who are rarely sick,
versus their older children who are getting IDPs (?) in schools, needing
medications, ERs and constant health issues. And all I get when I hear that,
when I state something like that is, “Well, that’s anecdotal.” Well, it’s
anecdotal if you see it a couple of times. But it’s not anecdotal when you
see it for over 20 years, and when you speak to parents, and when you speak
to teachers, and when you speak to guidance counselors.

And when I speak to pediatricians who were too afraid to come out in public,
there is pressure to ostracize the families who know the science and know the
lack of science that’s available. There’s a lot of consensus. And when I
think about the subject of vaccination, I want to ensure that if we’re going
to prevent infectious diseases in children, that we don’t create something
worse in its place.

Unfortunately, we’re dealing with a lot of beliefs instead of actual science,
and beliefs go a long way. I took the oath of “first do no harm”. But when I



look into the science, and I don’t see long term studies, and I see only
short-term studies, up to four to 10 days, where the side effects are
manipulated by the manufacturers who are the only ones doing the studies on
the vaccines. And when I see no placebo groups, and I see no studies of the
single ingredients or the combined ingredients, and I see the science, the
biochemistry of the ingredients in animal studies, where animals who are
given the aluminum are found to have motor delays and behavioral problems,
which is a great deal of what we’re seeing in children today, I say, are we
first doing no harm? And so, first do no harm means the precautionary
principle. And more and more parents are understanding the dangers of
vaccines. And that’s why we’re seeing such pressure to mandate vaccines
because more of the science is coming out.

In order to create herd immunity, you have to be able to prove that children
who are vaccinated are immune. And the sad part about that is that whenever
you vaccinate a population of children, you’re always going to have a
population that doesn’t develop any antibodies at all. The estimates of that
are about 10% that vaccines will fail in 10% of the population. Vaccination,
no antibody production. But the next group is even more suspicious. Because
when you vaccinate, and you do produce an antibody, there is science to show
that the presence of an antibody doesn’t guarantee immunity either. And we
don’t know the percentage of children who get a vaccine, develop an antibody,
but aren’t immune at all. We assume that if we vaccinate, we’re getting
protection. We assume that if we vaccinate, we’re stopping spread of disease.
Those are assumptions that have never been solidified in science. And I’m
happy to offer more explanations during the Q&A. I wouldn’t say that if I
didn’t have the science to prove it.

The parents that I work with a New York that I see around the country are
very concerned that their rights are being taken away, that their knowledge
about the science is being pushed away by an agenda that only says
unvaccinated children are a problem.

Just to wrap up, in California when they had a measles outbreak, there were
194 cases. Of the 194 cases, 73 cases were due to the actual virus in the
vaccine itself. Seventy-three, 38%, 73 cases were due to the measles virus
causing measles. All the literature states that measles virus infection is
not true measles and should not be counted as a health threat. That means
only 121 Kids developed measles, 121 people. New York State did not do the
proper testing that’s given down by the CDC to test every child to see if the
children had measles strain, wild type measles or a mutated measles. There
are cases around the country and around the world where in a 95 ~ 98%
vaccinated population they had measles outbreaks, because they found mutated
viruses. As I said before, there are cases where the virus mutates, where
they’re strain replacements. New York State did not do the proper testing of
the 1000 plus young children and adults who came down with measles. They
wrote a little blurb on the CDC website of the two wild viruses that were
responsible for the measles outbreak. But we in New York know that the
testing was not done. Four thousand two hundred kids on Long Island had the
religious exemption and were not vaccinated. And there was not one case of
measles on Long Island.



Thank you.


